2017-18 NAZ Suns End of
Season Review
By: Cody Toppert

Execu&ve Summary
The 2017-18 NAZ Suns season was a success –with a league-best 5 NBA Call-Ups to go along
with a franchise-record 23 wins – there were many posiGves to take away. Despite having a
disjointed training-camp schedule aMer a late coaching change and lack of roster conGnuity (32
diﬀerent starGng line-ups featured in 50 games), the Suns rolled out one of the league’s best
oﬀenses and contended for a playoﬀ berth.
The team adopted an analyGcally-driven and fast-paced style of play based on a shot spectrum
which emphasized geTng to the rim and the free-throw line as well as opening up
opportuniGes for uncontested three-point shots. We tracked the proporGon of team ﬁeld goal
aWempts that were generated by these three high-value scoring opportuniGes – the so-called
“GoodPlay %” – as a measure of eﬃcient shot selecGon and the team ﬁnished 2nd in G-League
History in this metric. The Suns also ﬁnished top-5 in the league in OER, PPG, POSS, PLAYS, Rim
FGA, eFG%, 2P%, 3P%, TOV%, AST, and 3PA. Overall, the team had historically good shot
selecGon with elite oﬀensive eﬃciency as 87% of our scoring possessions came at the freethrow line, at the rim or from behind the three-point line.
This style of basketball yielded career years for nearly every player on the roster and the 1.12
OER would rank 2nd in the NBA for the 2017-18 season (trailing only the Houston Rockets at
1.13) and just behind the Phoenix Suns franchise-best 1.13 OER from the 2006-07 season. The
oﬀense produced 278 more three-pointers (1st in the league) and 639 more points than the
previous season, moving from 17th in the league to 3rd in oﬀensive eﬃciency and, averaging
119.3 points per game. The 14.9 made three-pointers per game would rank 2nd in NBA history,
once again behind only the 2017-18 Rockets mark of 15.3.
Moving forward, our goal is to establish the concept of “The Phoenix Suns 2.0”, by creaGng the
ulGmate culture of development while simultaneously compeGng for championships. The focus
will be to provide a seamless transiGon for Two-Way players, assignees and Call-Ups in both
basketball philosophy and culture. The 70 points scored by NAZ Suns players on April 10th
helped the Phoenix Suns win their season ﬁnale against the Mavericks and set an NBA record
for the most points scored in a game by G-League players (minimum 20 games played in the GLeague). Clearly, our end goal of producing players who will help the Phoenix Suns win
basketball games night in and night out is just on the horizon and the future is bright.

SEASON SNAPSHOT
MILESTONES

• Finished with a NAZ Suns franchise best 23 wins
• Finished with an NBA G-League high 5 NBA Call-Ups
• 13-5 Record in January and February

NOTABLE RANKINGS
CATEGORY

AVERAGES

RANKING

PPG 1

119.3

2nd

OFF. EFFICIENCY 2

1.12

3rd

14.9

1st

74.8%
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54.8%
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44.3%
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9.9
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NON-CORNER 3FGA’s
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NON-CORNER 3 eFG%

55.4%
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RESTRICTED AREA FGA%

41.3%
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FTA
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APG

22.8
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PITP

50.8

9th

TRANS. OER FOLLOWING A MISS

1.53

1st

PTS OFF. TO’s

22.6

1st

TO’s FORCED

17.7

2nd

DEFENSIVE ASSIST%

48.3%

2nd

3FGM

3

GODD PLAY % 4
EFG%
NON PAINT 2 FG%
CORNER 3FGA’s

5

6

1. In wins, ranked 1st with 125.2 points per game.
2. In wins, ranked 1st with a 1.19.
3. This mark would rank 2nd in NBA History behind the 2017-18
Rockets (15.4) & ranks 4th in G League History.
4. This mark would rank 1st in NBA history, just ahead of the 201718 Rocket’s 73.9% mark and ranks 2nd in G League History.
5. Only 6% of our total FGA’s were from the non-paint two region 2nd best in the league.
6. 10.8% of total FGA’s were corner 3’s - 5th in the league with a
57.4% EFG%.

Offense

Oﬀense
This season’s NAZ Suns rolled out one of the league’s most powerful oﬀenses and certainly the
league’s deadliest perimeter assault. The numbers do not lie, and this team was in the top 10
in 13 of the 17 idenGﬁed oﬀensive win markers. The 1.12 OER would rank 2nd in the NBA this
season, trailing only the Houston Rockets and it would be just behind the Suns all-Gme mark set
in 2006-07. The mark of 14.9 made three-pointers per game was far and away the most in the
league and the team also had the 4th best three-point shooGng percentage (37.2%).
The 14.9 three-pointers made per game would rank 2nd all-Gme in NBA history, trailing only this
year’s Houston Rockets squad.

The NAZ perimeter aWack was predicated on pace and space – we looked to push the ball on
makes and misses, taking advantage of defenses before they had the opportunity to get set.
We encouraged players to ﬁll deep corners and wide slots, keeping the middle third of the ﬂoor
open for penetraGon from rim runs or early drags and double drags.
On the season we ﬁnished 3rd in transiGon points per game following a miss (14.7) and 3rd in
transiGon points per game following a make (6.2). If a transiGon opportunity was not available
(covered in the All-Star Break Review) we looked to ﬂow into our 21’s and Delay’s which we
considered to be our “lifestyle”. These looks helped us to avoid zero-pass possessions and
“playground” possessions, helping to maximize our eﬀecGveness.

We worked Grelessly through individual player-development sessions and team pracGces to
avoid the isolaGon mentality (dubbed “dance game”) and to minimize the number of
possessions that devolve into isolaGon basketball. Thanks to this detailed and repeated
emphasis on our preferred oﬀensive mentality, we were able to trust our players to get good
shots, even when playing at a fast pace.
We found that the key to creaGng eﬀecGve transiGon opportuniGes was to pass the ball ahead
quickly – something we tracked with a stat called “pass-aheads”. The earlier and the sooner
the ball handler can pass the ball ahead, the sooner the defense is forced to react,
communicate and or reposiGon. When this shiM takes place in transiGon the advantage lies
with the oﬀense. We tried to capitalize on this advantage as oMen as possible and, when we
were at our best, our pass-ahead numbers were in the 20’s each game. We were less eﬀecGve
in transiGon on dribble-heavy fast breaks where the ball stayed with one player and the
defense was able to build a wall and load into gaps. UlGmately, we ﬁnished 6th in the league in
fast-break points (19ppg).
This emphasis on passing the ball ahead early was consistent with our goal of generaGng 25
assists per game. While we came up short on the season, we sGll ﬁnished 7th in the league

notching 22.8 assists per game. In 20 games where we met our 25-assist goal we were 14-6
and there was no quesGon about the correlaGon between assists and high-quality shots.
We deﬁned our oﬀensive idenGfy by relying on a shot spectrum which emphasized geTng to
the rim, geTng to the free-throw line and creaGng quality three-point aWempts. UlGmately our
oﬀense created 37.7 rim aWempts per game (4th in the league), 25.3 free throw aWempts per
game (6th) and 40 three-point aWempts per game (1st), including 3.8 made corner threepointers per game (3rd). On the way to these numbers we ﬁnished 9th in the league in points in
the paint per game (50.8) and 1st in the league in points from behind the arc (44.7).
EﬀecGve ﬁeld goal percentages and ﬁeld-goal aWempt rates by range.

We had speciﬁc strategies for creaGng open three-pointers and rim aWempts. We looked to
create slot drives and catch-and-shoot opportuniGes in ATO situaGons and in general the
spacing, cuTng and screening concepts we emphasized in our style of play created the shots
we value.

Two areas of potenGal improvement are eFG% in the restricted area and the paint, in general.
We ﬁnished the season shooGng 59.7% in the restricted area (22nd) and on other shots in the
paint (but not at the rim) we converted an abysmal 34.5% on 8.3 aWempts per game (22nd). Our
goal each game is to get 40 rim aWempts and working to shiM some addiGonal paint aWempts
into rim aWempts could pay dividends. Looking at these numbers, limiGng the amount of paint
shots (typically two-foot ﬂoaters), increasing the amount of rim aWempts and emphasizing onefoot ﬁnishing seems to be a solid strategy moving forward. Increasing rim eFG% has to be a
point of emphasis as well.

The Search for Dynamic Eﬃciency and…Wins
The chart below shows the correlaGon between oﬀensive eﬃciency, and wins. There is a clear
connecGon between having an elite oﬀense and winning games. The highlighted green dots
indicate teams who made a commitment to hunGng high volumes of what we would deem to
be highly valuable shots. On the ﬂip side, the red dots indicate team who relied heavily on
ineﬃcient shots. Overall, the teams who chase and produce high-value shots tend to win more
games than those who rely heavily on non-paint 2’s. And when you look at the NBA as a whole,
teams have taken 30.9% of their shots from behind the three-point line this season, an all-Gme
high (NAZ had 44% 3PAr). According to a recent arGcle in the Wall Street Journal the 76er’s
even went so far as to install a 4-point line on the ﬂoor of their pracGce facility. This was just as

much about reminding players about the value of opening up court space on oﬀense as it was
about spurring improvements in shooGng from beyond the three-point line. In conclusion, the
data show that employing an oﬀensively-progressive style of play can reap rewards in the form
of wins and straying away from isolaGon-heavy midrange-driven basketball is a smart play for
the future.

Oﬀensive Eﬃciency
This season we dove heavily into oﬀensive eﬃciency by play call to really get a good
understanding of what was working, what wasn’t and how we could tweak things to give us an
edge. We looked at the types of shots that each play call produced and evaluated the overall
score rate of each look. We used these data to populate our OER Report which took the
numbers and formaWed them into easy-to-visualize graphs and charts.
For each series of play calls (and for each speciﬁc play call within each series) we broke down
the point-per-possession eﬃciency to idenGfy which looks were most eﬀecGve. We also
looked at play volume to determine plays we could call that were less likely to have been
scouted in the last 5 games as well as to idenGfy the looks that were the backbone of our

oﬀense. Then in each report we would have the informaGon presented in terms of last 3
games, last 5 games, wins, losses and overall. There was great value in constantly selfevaluaGng what we were doing and how we could counter any possible adjustments our
opponents would make.

We previously touched on the importance of pass-aheads and ﬂowing into our 21’s and Delay’s
which we considered to be our “lifestyle”. Taking a closer look at what contributed to our
oﬀensive eﬃciency, it was clear that playing fast and free within the structure of our spacing
contributed greatly to our improved oﬀensive prowess (a 14-place jump over the previous
season, despite the addiGon of 4 teams to the league). However, minimizing our playground
possessions (where we do not run any oﬀense) and our zero-pass possessions was equally
important. In games we won, we averaged 4 fewer playground possessions than in games we
lost. Considering that we played 22 games that were a 6-point spread or less with 3 minutes to
go, turning just a few of these playground possessions into organized possessions certainly
would have Gpped a few of these games in our favor.
In transiGon, we are hunGng drags, dribble drags, probe drags and double drags, if none of
these are available or do not create an advantage the “check down” as we have coined it, takes
us to our 21’s and Delay’s. We are sGll looking for early transiGon ball screens to get downhill
and aWack the paint early, but we also want to be conscious of not allowing early ball screens to
devolve into zero-pass possessions.

21’s
Our 21’s are predicated on the aforemenGoned pass-aheads to the wing running up the same
side of the ﬂoor. We call this a “snap back” and the pass-ahead or step-up screen iniGates the
21 series which has ﬁve main reads (Chase, Keep, Nash, AT and Reset) each of these require
disciplined spacing and weak side acGon with solid Gming. The 5 trails in for a pick-and-roll
depending on which guard has the ball and what read we are in. We are able to manufacture
slot drives out of many of these looks, resulGng in rim aWempts or paint-threat threes.
CLICK HERE TO WATCH VIDEO OF 21
Delay’s (5’s)
Our Delay series is iniGated if the pass-ahead is not available, in which case our point guard hits
the trailing 5 man and we are in a 5-out look with four main reads (up, down, over, under). The
weak side again maintains disciplined spacing and weak-side acGon is iniGated at the
appropriate Gme. The main thing is to keep the middle third of the ﬂoor clear for penetraGon
or restricted rolls to the basket. EssenGally, we have eliminated a non-advantage rim runner
(i.e., simply saying the ﬁrst big down is the rim runner, as is the case in most other oﬀenses),
which also pulls an easily rotated shot blocker further away from the rim, subsequently creaGng
longer rotaGons and closeouts. Now, if our big can sprint ahead for a catch this is of course sGll
an opGon (our guys must be players and not robots), but the oﬀense is centered around spacing
and organizaGon that will generate shot aWempts within our desired shot spectrum. Chasing
shots in the shot spectrum is a lost cause without an oﬀense designed to result in such looks.
CLICK HERE TO WATCH VIDEO OF DELAY

Chin and Flash
Aside from 21’s and Delays or Drags and Double Drags, we had a signiﬁcant amount of success
with our Chin and Flash series.
A great way we were able to get ball movement and body movement with great spacing was
through our Chin series. We executed the series at 1.01 PPP on the year, including Dribble Chin
at 1.1 PPP, Chin Down at 1.2 PPP, Chin Chase at 1.1 and Chin Counter at 1 PPP. The quick
consecuGve acGon we were able to create in our Chin series, made it very diﬃcult for opposing
teams to defend. EssenGally the back-screen ball screen, or back-screen chase acGon created
opportuniGes to get verGcal drives to the paint, forcing rotaGons and kick out or rolling
opportuniGes. Our Down wrinkle was a misdirecGon into a baseline screen for a shooter, repick
would bring the back-screened player back up for a shot and when the guard to guard pass was
denied we would call pig and hit the elbow man, back cuTng the opposite guard. Overall chin
can be executed with pace resulGng in quick side to side acGon ulGmately creaGng shots we
value.
CLICK HERE TO WATCH VIDEO OF CHIN
The “play aMer the play,” was coined “Flash Game.” Once an iniGal acGon breaks down and the
shot clock hits 10 seconds, rather than always going to a ball screen, and in place of looking to
go to isolaGon basketball (which we call “dance game”), we look to ﬂash the big man to an
elbow with the ﬂoor spread, and a slew of cuts and screens then takes place. It's a combinaGon
of splits that has been very hard to defend, with Gght curl, long curl and back cuTng
opportuniGes. On the season, our Flash Series acGons (when used as ATO’s or within the
game’s ﬂow) were eﬀecGve for us, executed at 1.11 PPP and at a rate of 1.2 PPP in our wins.
We can conGnue to work on Flash in the hopes of eliminaGng stagnant isolaGon possessions at
the end of the shot clock, which typically result in non-paint two’s.
CLICK HERE TO WATCH VIDEO OF FLASH
ANacking the Switch
In today’s game, switching is becoming more and more prevalent. Being able to aWack the
switch in an organized fashion without having the oﬀense become stagnant or reliant on
isolaGon will be extremely important moving forward. One approach that was successful for us
was using ball screens (from the point guard or weak-side slot) for our big man, something we
called “unders”.
When teams were switching, we ran four varieGes of Under: “Australia”/“Weak Australia” and
“New Zealand”/”Weak New Zealand”. A down screen for the corner man into an under screen
for the trail big was Delay down under acGon and was thus termed Australia. New Zealand was
an up screen from the corner man, followed by an under screen. Both of these acGons could be
executed from the weak side as well.

Following the switch, we would be able to essenGally script for catch-and-shoot three-pointers
and slot drives by going from the big ball screen into a dribble hand oﬀ with the next corner
man. We would follow this acGon with a boomerang pass back to the slot where the opposing
teams’ big man would now be the nail defender.
This acGon would force a closeout by an opposing big man onto one of our guards – creaGng an
opportunity for a good shooter to get a shot oﬀ or for a slasher to play oﬀ the catch. We would
cut the middle man through early to clear the driving pocket and then we would emphasize
playing with a “0.5 mentality” – to shoot it, rip it or swing it within 0.5 seconds of catching the
ball.
When aWacking the switch, this strategy produced quick, consecuGve acGons that set up the
real look. The quick acGon prevents any sort of “ﬁx it” or scram triple switch techniques. It also
ensures we do not simply halt our oﬀensive ﬂow and kill the energy of the ball to force feed a
perceived post mismatch. AddiGonally, we do not slow down for guard-on-big live-dribble
isolaGons.
We coined the term “chessketball” in reference to how we can script these quick, consecuGve
acGons to ulGmately exploit a “mismatch” without stalling our ﬂow or pace.
CLICK HERE TO WATCH VIDEO OF UNDERS
Paint-Threat Threes – “Assault the Paint and Spray It Out”
One thing we tracked this year were the number of three-point aWempts we got that came
aMer the ball touched the paint. That is to say, three-pointers that were aWempted aMer we
aWacked the rim and kicked the ball out. We called these paint-threat threes. The thought
process is that three-point shots following penetraGon can equate to higher quality three-point
shots.
Overall on the season we aWempted 547 paint-threat threes (13.3 per game) and we knocked
them down at a rate of 44% (or 66% eFG%). In games we won, we aWempted 13.7 of these
shots, making them at 50% rate (or 75% eFG%). On the ﬂip side, in games we lost, we
aWempted 0.7 fewer paint-threat threes per game and we made them at just a 38% clip.
Overall, we shoot +12% on paint-threat threes aWempted and +0.7 made in wins compared to
losses. These shots were valuable and, even in the games we lost, we considered paint-threat
three to be quality shots. The paint touch forced defenses to collapse and the kick out creates
closeouts which in turn can create open shots or opportuniGes for secondary penetraGon.
When you compare the percentages, we shot +7 percentage points higher on paint-threat
threes compared to our overall three-point shooGng average of 37.2%. These season-long
trends make it clear that opening up the middle third of the ﬂoor for penetraGon maximized
our three-point shooGng.

Our emphasis on deep-corner and wide-sideline spacing ensures that there is at most one
oﬀensive player inside the three-point line at all Gmes. The importance of spacing for our
oﬀensive approach can’t be overstated. We know the opponent is going to try to pull in their
weak side defenders. For this reason, we must be disciplined and maintain our spacing outside
the three-point line to create the longest closeouts possible.
AddiGonally, the beWer the shooters who are spacing, the more likely the defense will “hug”
their men and pull that weak side out of ideal help posiGon. The only oﬀensive excepGon in
terms of players inside the three-point line would be the screener and roller, typically the big
man or a cuWer. For all other players we emphasized cuTng in 3 seconds and clearing the
three-point line in 3 seconds. The speed with which cuWers relocate is an important aspect
towards conGnually opening space for penetraGon and verGcal acGon towards the rim.
To open addiGonal spacing, we avoided occupying both elbows at the same Gme and we ﬁlled
the wide slot in order to hold the sideline. Any Gme both elbows are occupied there are
addiGonal oﬀensive and defensive players occupying the painted area. Based on our paintthreat three study we made it a priority to remove bodies from the paint, prohibiGng
opponents from defending this region legally. This emphasis on spacing allowed us to get the
desired paint touches and the resulGng free throws, rim aWempts and open three-point shots.
Because the hardest thing to do is defend elite athletes in space, on oﬀense we want to pull the
help side defenders out of posiGon and open up driving lanes. We want the ball to gather

energy and keep energy. Thus, once we create an advantage we must keep this advantage.
This means adopGng a “0.5 mentality” and playing oﬀ the catch. Avoiding the “catch and hold”
can greatly increase the ﬂow of the oﬀense and the odds that we can create a shot within our
spectrum. Overall 87% of our scoring possessions were within our desired spectrum and our
shot selecGon was historically good.

Using the Post
One of our favorite Mike D’Antoni quotes is “Everybody says, live by the three, die by the three,
but what they should be saying is live by the post, die by the post.” The post up play type yields
an average of 0.885 points per possession at the NBA level.
SGll this doesn’t mean we’re going to abandon the post enGrely – we want to use the post to
create three-point shots. For us this year there were two types of post ups: those that were
scripted and those that were organic. Scripted post-ups were typically out of Gmeout acGons
that were drawn up to create a catch-and-shoot three-point aWempt. We scored 33 points on
23 possessions (1.43 PPP) on these so-called “Minnesota AcGons”. When you compare that

Minnesota scoring rate to our overall post-up scoring rate of 0.811 points per possession, we
can see the beneﬁt of using the post to create valuable shots. SGll, using the post as a primary
scoring mechanism is not eﬃcient basketball.
CLICK TO WATCH VIDEO OF MINNESOTA
Winning Oﬀense
A few oﬀensive stats stand out in our losses. In games we lost, we were sGll able to get to the
rim at an elite rate, but we had a very hard Gme ﬁnishing and drawing fouls. In losses we stay
within our preferred shot spectrum and did not take uncharacterisGc shots; however, we were
unable to convert around the rim – shooGng an abysmal 56.7% in the restricted area. The lack
of assists in losses can be aWributed to us not making shots. We need to do a beWer job of
shooGng with more consistency from our valued areas to avoid drasGc drops in shooGng
percentages from game to game.
CLICK HERE TO WATCH VIDEO PLAYBOOK (INCLUDES SOME DEFENSIVE COVERAGES)

Special Situa&ons
• 2 for 1
o Overall this season our team ranked 12th in the league in terms of 2 for 1
opportuniGes at 0.88 chances per game. Of these 44 total chances at the 2 for 1
we were able to adequately execute 59% of the Gme which ranked 10th in the
league. Of the 41% of 2 for 1 opportuniGes we failed to execute, the ﬁrst of the
two chances ended at 29 seconds on average and these possessions lasted an
average of 15 seconds, implying that we were oMen just a second or two from
perfect execuGon and we were clearly aWempGng to follow the strategy.
AddiGonally, we created some very quality oﬀensive possessions during our
successful 2 for 1 chances, scoring 64 points (8th in the league) for 2.64 points
per 2 for 1 chance used (1.23 OER) which ranked 4th in the league. In these 2
for 1 situaGons we ran “bingo”, which was essenGally like a 2-minute drill in
football, with two scripted plays. We started our acGon at 38 seconds hoping to
set the screen by 36 and shoot by 33, at the latest. Based on the informaGon
above, a 3 second cushion added to the front end of our acGon could ensure that
we shoot at the latest by 30 seconds.
• EOG
o Overall in games with a spread of 6 or fewer points with 3 minutes to go
(referred to hereon-out as close games) we had a record of 10-12. In close
games we lead our record was 10-3. On the ﬂip side, in close games we trailed
we ﬁnished 0-9.
o These numbers tell several stories: ﬁrst, when leading in EOG situaGons our
oﬀense struggled with poor RA eFG% making just 42.9% of our rim aWempts,
while geTng to the rim a league-best 3.8 Gmes in the ﬁnal 3 minutes. It seems
as though we were generally staying within our shot spectrum, geTng to the
free-throw line at a league-best rate in these situaGons; however, the balance
between ﬁnishing, hunGng fouls and seeing kickouts to open shooters can be
delicate. AddiGonally, our three-point percentage dropped to 32.4% (17th in the
league) in these situaGons, so the “big-shot” factor played a role. Lastly, it is
interesGng to note that we were 1st in the league in possessions indicaGng that
we maintained our pace – but at what point should we be altering our style of
play to reduce the number of possessions leM in the game?
o In close games we won, we were forced to defend more plays than any other
team in the league, mostly due to our inability to control the pace when closing
out games. Being able to remain eﬃcient oﬀensively, run opportunisGcally but
sGll reduce the number of possessions in the game can be valuable. During the
12.3 plays per close game we defended in these situaGons, teams got to the rim
a league- high 4.2 Gmes ﬁnishing at 63.4% (14th in the league). Another thing we
had trouble doing was ﬁnishing possessions with rebounds, grabbing just 61.7%
of our defensive rebounds in these situaGons. In crunch Gme, the inability to
secure rebounds can be the diﬀerence between a win and a loss. EssenGally, the
defensive diﬀerence maker in games we won was our ability to defend the
three-point line (27.3%) at a league-best rate.
o In games which we were trailing by 6 or fewer points with 3 minutes to go in the
game we also maintained our principles. In this type of situaGon, we pushed the

pace (9.9 plays, 1st in the league), assaulted the rim (3.7 Rim FGA, 1st in the
league) and shot three-pointers (1.4, 1st in the league). The big diﬀerence maker
was our inability to convert the shots we value shooGng – 57.6% at the rim (21st
in the league), 34.5% from behind the arc (12th in the league) and drawing fouls
at a league worst 0.30 rate. Once again, it seems as though we drove hard to the
basket but were unable to get some calls that we normally get.
o On the other side of the ball, it was our typical defensive issues that prevented
us from stealing close games late. We had a league-worst 1.38 DER, we allowed
rim shots (26th in the league) and three-pointers while fouling at a league high
1.26 rate. A big diﬀerence maker was both our inability to secure defensive
rebounds and our inability to defend the three-point line. We were only able to
grab 57.9% of available defensive rebounds (26th in the league) and we allowed
the opponent to shoot a scorching, league-best 69.2% from deep. During the
Gmes we should be boxing out and ﬂying around chasing guys oﬀ the three-point
line we were not able to get the liWle things done which would shrink a six-point
lead and give us a chance to win.
o AddiGonally, there were 3 games in which we were Ged with 3 minutes to go and
lost. In each of these games we actually took the lead with the biggest spread
being +5 at Salt Lake City. When you look at all three of these games, as well as
the 2 games in which we trailed with 3 minutes to go and sGll took the lead
before losing, the common denominator was the ﬁnal spread being 2 or fewer
points. These types of games can go either way and it is important to hone in on
how we can push ourselves to the winning side of these games. If we were able
to turn these 5 losses by 2 or fewer points, into wins, then we would have been a
playoﬀ team. The diﬀerence between winning and losing can be a sliver.
o Moving forward, it is important to closely evaluate pace at the end of games,
and should we deem it necessary to alter our pace and slow the game down, we
must have a solid plan to ensure we conGnue to create valued shots and avoid
killing our rhythm and stagnaGng what we do. On the defensive side the ball,
the value of switching to avoid being in rotaGons can’t be overstated, especially
late in games. Switching should help limit the availability of good three-point
looks for the opponents, however it makes defensive rebounding more
challenging. As such, in these situaGons we need to focus on geTng guard
rebounds.

Defense

Defense
This season’s NAZ Suns team struggled in maintaining the commitment to the defensive end of
the ﬂoor within the new oﬀensive philosophy. The thought is that a fast-paced oﬀense will
most certainly equate to more possessions, meaning that your defense will conceded more
points, however this does not mean you have to sacriﬁce defense in favor of oﬀense. Most of
the key defensive factors include controlables such as eﬀort, desire, communicaGon, a
commitment to the team and a general sense of pride to defend.
Diving into the numbers this year’s team was 2nd in the league in assist percentage allowed.
Opponents only assisted on 48.3% of their shots. What that says is we struggled defending
isolaGon acGons, allowing unassisted baskets at an alarming rate. These types of play types
tend to favor the defense in terms of their diﬃculty and oMen Gmes can result in exactly what
the defense wants, contested midrange jump shots.
Looking closer, teams shot 40.9% on paint shots (25th in the league), 61.6% in the restricted
area (13th in the league), and a whooping 44.6% on non-paint twos (26th in the league). In
terms of shot distribuGon we conceded too many rim and three-point aWempts. Some of this
was personnel based with our limited rim protecGon and shot blockers and some of this was
late rotaGons and the aforemenGoned distracted eﬀort.
As the season wore on we put a heavy emphasis on high hand closeouts and high hand dribble
containment. For us the deﬁniGon of high hand was having the hand above the ball on the
raise. Many of our issues in defending the three-point line and defending the midrange area
were predicated on these shots being essenGally open. They were either open due to late
rotaGons or as is deducted in the low percentage numbers of our opponents, they were open
due to late contests. If the defender does not have the hand above the ball on the raise, the
oﬀensive players shot window is not contested and as a result the late hand contest is just a last
second aWempt to distract, rather than truly contest. The same is true for defending the live
dribble in space. Of course, teammates should load to the ball, ﬁll boxes and elbows, nail and
2.9 in an aWempt to show a crowded lane and crowded gaps. But when it comes down to the
one on one aspect of defending in space, especially a mismatch due to a switch, it is just as
important to keep a high hand at all Gmes. The term “hand down, man down” is as real as it
has ever been in today’s game.
Moving forward we must look to emphasize and demand high hand contests and understand
the value of running players oﬀ the three-point line altogether. The importance of defending
the three-point line is demonstrated in the 33.7% (1st in the league) mark conceded in games
we won vs. the 40.1% mark conceded in losses on roughly the same number of aWempts.
Defending the three-point line is the biggest diﬀerence between our 1.06 (ranked 10th) DER in
games we won compared to our 1.16 (ranked 26th) DER in games we lost. Taking it a step
further running and limiGng the number of three-point aWempts can be extremely beneﬁcial as
demonstrated in the fact 3 of the top 5 teams at limiGng three-point aWempts are also in the
top 5 of the G-League in DER. The Long Island Nets, the AusGn Spurs and the Westchester
Knicks all conceded under 28 three-point aWempts per game.

AMer speaking with James Borrego aMer the season, the Spurs emphasis has been on staying
out of rotaGons as much as possible. The last few years, they have been highly successful on
the defensive side of the ball. Reducing the number of closeouts is paramount, but the Spurs
have managed to limit three-point aWempts, rim aWempts and keep teams oﬀ the free throw
line. Recently they held the Rockets to 7 three-point makes and 83 points. Some of this
discussion paints a picture of defending the pick and roll with two players as oMen as possible.
Of course, it is always easier said than done.
Aside from defending the three-point line our team struggled to prevent rim aWempts,
conceding 38.5 rim aWempts per game, ranking 21st in blocked shots (4.1) but at the same Gme
giving up just 9.8 free throw trips per game. This tells us several things, ﬁrst we oMen Gmes
were late in rotaGng from 2.9 posiGon and as a result there were far too many uncontested rim
aWempts as demonstrated in the restricted area eFG% of 61.6%.
Part of these issues could be aWributed to personnel in terms of our lack of rim protecGon from
a long, athleGc big man. However, we certainly could have put forth more eﬀort protecGng our
rim, challenging shots with verGcality and forcing oﬀensive players to ﬁnish over or through
legal contact. Aside from the personnel aspect, conGnuing to emphasize rotaGons with pracGce
and ﬁlm is imperaGve. Erring on the side of fouling can actually be beneﬁcial in terms of
protecGng the restricted area and in fact 5 of the top 10 teams in foul rate are also in the top 10
in the G-League in DER, and all of the top 5 teams in foul rate conceded fewer than 34 rim
aWempts per game.
The ﬁnal piece to defense is securing the defensive rebound. This is without quesGon an area
where our team fell greatly short this year. Our 73.1% defensive rebounding percentage was
good for 26th in the league and the 12.7 oﬀensive rebounds we gave up per game lead to 14.3
second chance points per game for the opposiGon (24th in the league).
Winning Defense
Perhaps the most interesGng thing when looking at our defense in wins vs losses pertains to the
opponent shot distribuGon. In games we won, our opponents took 23.3% of their shots inside
the arch and outside of the restricted area. On the ﬂip side in losses, our opponents took 23.8%
of their shots from this area. In addiGon, our opponents assist percentage was top 5 in the
league in both our wins and our losses. So, we forced our opponents into shots we like, but
unfortunately, we did not defend those shots well as teams knocked down non-paint twos at a
league best 44% rate in our wins and losses. The main diﬀerence in our wins was the ability to
defend the three-point line and protect the rim. Teams got these shots at high rates; however,
we were able to signiﬁcantly limit their percentages in the games we won. AddiGonally, the
low assist percentage numbers indicate that the shots we were forcing opponents into were
unassisted and therefore what we would think is in our favor in terms of keeping percentages
down. The high percentages in these situaGons can be aWributed to poor shot contests as well
as poor closeouts and the ability to contain and high hand contest shots. As the season went
on we drilled the high hand closeout, with an emphasis on hand above the ball on the raise,
deeming a late contest to be a non-contest. It seems that moving forward conGnuing to

emphasize the high hand contests is crucial, but also working to eliminate three-point aWempts
could perhaps be just as imperaGve. Our previously menGoned lack of rim protecGon was
certainly an issue in our ability to defend restricted area shots but working to limit rim aWempts
altogether will be important moving forward as well.
Defending the Pick and Roll
Defending the pick and roll is perhaps the most important aspect of today’s game on the
defensive side of the ball. With an average of 75 picks per game it not only is the highest
volume play type but one that most oMen forces two players to guard one player, opening a
clear advantage for the oﬀense. By working towards defending the PNR with two defenders we
can prevent the clear and obvious advantage.
The basic advantage of the switch is to contain the ball without forcing rotaGons. The
advantage for the oﬀense then lies in the mismatches created via the switch and more
speciﬁcally with whichever player now has the bigger mismatch. The quesGon for the oﬀense
then becomes about how to aWack this switch. OMen Gmes things tend to stagnate in the
seconds immediately following the switch. When the oﬀense stagnates to seek out how to take
advantage of the mismatches, this plays into the hands of the defense. Time soon becomes a
factor, and an oﬀense in search of a mismatch can essenGally divert away from its own
strengths and strategy.
The big key seems to be using switching as weapon and not as a coverage requiring the least
amount of eﬀort. While we hope to see fewer rotaGons with switching we can’t partake in
point switching, or non-communicated switching. Lazy switching will be defeated by good
oﬀense the majority of the Gme.
As we hope to force the opponent into the exact opposite of what we are trying to accomplish
oﬀensively it is important to strategize the best way to execute the switch. Some important
factors are to take away walk in three-pointers, blow by lay-ups and one pass threes. We want
to force those non-paint 2’s we love to avoid on oﬀense.
We had our best success defending the pick and roll through automaGc veerbacks. That is to
say over and go coverage. Our on-ball defender would go over the screen, thus forcing the ball
handler inside the three-point line. He would then pass the ball handler oﬀ onto the big then
switch with a low inside hand and a high outside hand. As the guard passed the ball handler oﬀ
he would have acGve and low inside hands as well. We wanted to take away the early pocket
passes while forcing the acGon inside the three-point line. It is then the responsibility of the
guard to get physical with the big and veer him out of any catching or oﬀensive rebounding
opportuniGes. On any perimeter passes we would then look to ﬁx the mismatch and recover to
more favorable match ups.
CLICK HERE TO WATCH VIDEO OF VEERBACKS
The theory is solid, but our execuGon was average at best. The three best teams in the NBA at
uGlizing this strategy are the Spurs (0.79), the Heat (0.81) and the CelGcs (0.82). These teams all

used the strategy more than over half of the NBA and the points per chance and points per
direct pick were all at elite levels.
Moving forward understanding and strategizing switching should give our defense the best
opportunity to force one or fewer contested non-paint 2’s per possession which is our ulGmate
goal.

Analytics

Analy&cs
This season we worked closely with Anthony So to create both a pre-game analyGcal preview as
well as a post-game analyGcal review of each game. We idenGﬁed 19-win variables for both
oﬀense and defense, which would help us understand the match up prior to playing the game
and also help us formulate goals for that speciﬁc game. Each variable had the measure as well
as the league ranking of that variable for the team we were playing on both oﬀense and
defense. AddiGonally, these same variables and rankings were shown for our team on both
oﬀense and defense.
Of the 19-win variables, we idenGﬁed 11 which would then be used to generate 7 game goals
for both our oﬀense and defense. These 7 goals changed from game to game and were based
on our performance in wins versus the opposing teams’ performance in losses. The goals used
would be where we stand on both oﬀense and defense in Good Play%, Rim FGA, eFG%, ORB%/
DRB%, TOV%, FTA Rate, AST%.

Also included in the pre-game packet was an expanded season box score for both us and the
opponent mapping out eFG%, 3eFG%, Usage and Good Play% to go with tradiGonal staGsGcs.
We also looked at the opposing teams oﬀensive and defensive shot spectrum and shot
spectrum breakdown. It was important to understand what areas of the ﬂoor the opponent

was geTng their shots from, their percentages in these areas as well as player by player
breakdowns of the same informaGon. The defensive aspect allowed us to understand where
opposing teams were able to get shots from and how well these shots were defended.

The last piece to the pre-game packet was the lineup eﬀecGveness informaGon concerning
most used and most eﬀecGve line-ups to understand how we can counter with our subsGtuGon
plan. We also included our lineup informaGon to get an idea of what our most eﬀecGve
combinaGons are.

AMer the games we would get our post game review. This included the actual results from the
game in our 19 idenGﬁed win factors on both oﬀense and defense. It also included green tags

for goals achieved and red tags for those not achieved. AddiGonally, we would compare how
many of the 7 goals were achieved on both sides of the ball.

Aside from the expanded box we would also see a shot spectrum break down for both teams
and all the players to see where we generated our shots and where our opponents were able to
generate shots. The ﬁnal aspect would be the lineups and eﬀecGveness for both teams.

Having both a pre and post-game packet has been found to be extremely important for selfevaluaGon and conﬁrmaGon of what the ﬁlm will tell us as well as what to look for and improve
on moving forward. If we say that we want to limit our non-paint 2’s, now we can actually see
if we did so, who took the ones we want to avoid, where we are creaGng the majority of our
oﬀense as well as areas we may need to look to generate more oﬀense in areas of the ﬂoor we
value.
In addiGon, on the defensive side of the ball we can see how we defend our rim, if we were able
to force the opponent into the ineﬃcient non-paint 2’s or non-restricted paint shots and where
we need to focus on improvement moving forward for the next game as well as the next matchup against that parGcular opponent.

Scouting

Scou&ng
The eternal quesGon when it comes to scouGng conGnues to be revolving around the best way
to deliver informaGon to the players. This includes scouGng reports, personnel video, acGons
video and even self-scouGng elements. It is important to be mindful of not overloading the
players but also be sure to get them everything they need in the forms that allow them to best
retain what the staﬀ is looking to convey.

In terms of delivering the informaGon we started the season with paper scouts and moved to
Luceo Sports Tech. Luceo is an app, which can be downloaded to each players’ phone and
accessed at their convenience. Because we do not have PlayerLync (which is essenGally a form
of dropbox) this seemed like the best way to deliver the informaGon to the players.
On PlayerLync, PDF documents and videos are uploaded to the server and pushed out to the
players. The Luceo app contains a playbook element, which shows animated diagrams and
video of the team playbook. In addiGon, it is equipped with memory games to test each players
knowledge of the acGons. The interacGvity of the app as well as the diﬀerent ways in which
informaGon is delivered really makes it valuable to the players.

The scouGng element of the app includes game plans. Each game plan has a secGon for keys to
the game, personnel and acGons. The game keys element is fairly straight forward with key
terms and points of emphasis for the game. The personnel element includes a small wriWen
personnel scout, some important staGsGcs and instrucGons as well as a headshot and link to a
personnel video edit.

One of the great things about Lueco is the ability for the staﬀ to track the usage of the app.
Seeing who has spent the most Gme looking at the opponent game plan can help us idenGfy

those players we must spend addiGonal Gme with and those players who must conGnue to
mature in terms of their professionalism.
CLICK HERE TO WATCH A QUICK VIDEO ON LUCEO
As it pertains to scouGng video we moved towards focusing on personnel. Before each shoot
around we would show a personnel edit, roughly 3-5 clips on each player. During this Gme we
would also discuss schemes for the game as well as ways to defend each player. In the past we
have shown team acGons followed by personnel. In post season exit interviews many players
expressed that they would like to see team acGons separate from personnel, there is an
argument here. The Boston CelGcs show only team acGons in the team video porGon of what
they do, loading personnel clips on to iPads.
James Jones described his favorite game day scouGng organizaGon as being with Erik Spoelstra
and the Miami Heat. They would come in before shoot around, watch an edit which was
focused on the opposing team’s acGons. They would then take the court, review the acGons
and build up to defending the acGons crisply. Shoot around would ﬁnish with player
development. When they returned to the arena and aMer warm ups, the team would discuss
the game plan (players had printed scouGng reports), they would watch an edit with a few
examples of game keys, followed by quick hits on personnel. AMer that the team would have
Gme to get ready before taking the ﬂoor.
We tend to think there is a Gme to review both team acGons and personnel, but following
James’ posiGon, doing that at separate Gmes may indeed be the best way to ensure we do not
overload the players and have excessively long video sessions. In addiGon, we would be able to
keep things “fresh” rather than watch the same edit in the morning and before the game.
AMer speaking with the Heat video coordinator, he menGoned that Spoelstra has maintained
this game day rouGne and in addiGon there is a video edit looping on all of the television
screens throughout the locker room on game day. At any given moment a player can look up
and see some potenGal personnel and keys to the game being played that evening.
The constant search for the most eﬀecGve and Gme conscious way to deliver opponent
informaGon is important. There will never be a right or wrong answer but having an ongoing
discussion and narrowing it down, as well as being sure to understand that diﬀerent players
learn in diﬀerent ways is imperaGve. Overall, the players enjoyed Luceo and found value in it.
There are sGll ways to improve the app and part of the reason we were able to test it for free is
the value we can provide them as they look to improve their product. We are working closely
with them this oﬀseason to make the app more player and coach friendly.

